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Announcing the New CS Employee Portal!
We are happy to announce the launch of our new CS Employee
Portal! The Employee Portal will be a one stop shop for Campus
Services (CS) employee needs. The portal will provide links to
the most requested tools and resources that Emory provides in
a easy to navigate format.
It was created in response to CS employees’ suggestions (in the
We Heard You and CS town hall meetings) to have Emory
resources and important links in one central location.
The portal will include links to the following:
Above: CS Employee Portal

*Requesting Leave *My Paycheck *My Benefits
* Commute Options
*Manager Resources *Helpful Policies *Safety
* Wellness & Assistance *Employee Discounts * WorkLife Resources
*Learning & Development * Training & Events Calendar
By providing direct links to these crucial pieces of information, CS employees will be
able to quickly find resources they need, when they need it.

Inside this issue:
Leadership Spotlight
We Heard You!
Happy Retirement
CS Highlights
CS Open Positions
Wellness Corner
Upcoming Events

Additionally, the portal will constantly be updated to integrate
new links, so that our employees have the most up to date
information! Please feel free to contact Janine Cabrera-Velde, if
you have any suggestions for new links to include in the portal.

We would like to thank Barry Atwood, Manager of Graphic
Design, for all of his diligent work on the beautiful portal
graphics.
Gone are the days of searching aimlessly for information, the
Employee Portal is here! To access the portal, follow this link,
goo.gl/znG8ez or click the shortcut on your desktop.
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Leadership Team Spotlight

Spotlight on: Lisa Underwood
AVP Finance and Business Operations
Feedback, Performance, and Development
By now, each of us should have reviewed our midyear performance report and
had our midyear performance conversation with our leader. Hopefully we all
received valuable and helpful information about our goals and competencies
that are on track and going well and where and how we need to focus, grow,
and improve. Carefully and thoughtfully reviewing performance is an important
part of the Campus Services performance management process. Our process is
designed to provide feedback on employee performance and to plan for
employee development while supporting and promoting accountability for both employees and leaders.
Our values in Campus Services include Safety, Collaboration, Ownership, Respect, and Excellence: SCORE.
Supporting, promoting, and ensuring those values is an important part of what we do each day and each one
of us owns that responsibility. One way we can each support and further these values is to expand how we
think about performance management. In addition to our scheduled and systematic feedback conversations
twice each year through our performance review process, what if we all committed to being more
intentional about providing continuous and ongoing feedback to our teams, departments, colleagues, and
leaders?
The feedback equation has three simple variables. There is someone providing feedback, someone receiving
feedback, and then of course there is the feedback itself. Receiving constructive feedback can be hard and it
isn’t always necessarily fun, but is almost always valuable and helpful. Listening, evaluating, and
incorporating thoughtful feedback can be one of the most important things we do as a part of our career
development and professional growth. Feedback is one way we get better, so how can we get more if it? We
need to ask for it. Communicate with your leader, and others you trust, that you would appreciate their
feedback and advice. Be specific about what you need. Most often, all you need to do is ask. People who care
about you and your development will be happy to have these conversations with you. We all should make it
a habit to ask others for feedback and then work hard to be open and receptive when they provide it.
On the other end of the equation is giving feedback. Giving constructive feedback well can be challenging.
When you have a hard message to share, think about the “why.” We share these constructive messages
because we want the other person to be successful, to improve, and to grow. Keeping the “why” in mind can
make sharing a hard message easier. It is also important to think through the message in advance and to
prepare. When you take the time to prepare your message you can be sure that it is thoughtful and
constructive, which will help ensure that it is well received. The main things to remember about giving
feedback is to be honest, be thoughtful, and keep things constructive.
Feedback is a gift. If we make a habit of giving it and receiving it frequently, we get better as individuals,
professionals, teams, departments, and better as an organization. And that helps us all SCORE. I’m going to
be working on being even more intentional about this in the future and I invite you all to join me!

Lisa Underwood
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Why do we have to be specific about the reason when requesting time off?
To adhere to the multiple leave policies (which includes bereavement leave, jury duty, sick leave, vacation leave,
Family and Medical Leave, and non-medical leaves) it is important to document all scheduled and unscheduled
time away from work.
Scheduled in advance, vacation or personal holiday -- You don’t need to be specific about the reason
you are requesting time off. However, including information about the importance of an event, a flight, or
reservations you have could be helpful in your supervisor’s decision making process and whether or not
he/she can accommodate the time off requested.
Scheduled in advance, sick leave – You don’t need to be specific about the reason you are requesting
time off, and you should not be sharing specific medical details with your supervisor. However, you
should provide enough information so that your supervisor can confirm that it is appropriate use of sick
leave. For example, letting your supervisor know you have an appointment to see your doctor on March 1
and need time off, but not sharing the specific reason you are seeing your doctor.
Unscheduled – While you certainly aren’t required to be specific about your reason for calling out, not
providing information to your supervisor could make a difference on how the absence is viewed, whether
it is considered part of a pattern, and whether disciplinary action is warranted.
We expect and hope that all employees feel comfortable sharing appropriate levels of information with their
supervisor. Having the appropriate level of information helps supervisors make good decisions about patterns
of attendance and whether or not disciplinary action is appropriate. Also, supervisors are able to share
information and connect employees with important and helpful resources when they have appropriate levels of
information.
--- Lisa Underwood
Why is there a need for so many safety classes?
Since October 1, 2016 Campus Service has suffered 23 work related or work place injuries resulting in 31 days
of lost work. All of these injures happened on campus and fell in one of the following categories: slip, trip, fall,
sprains & strains, lacerations, contusions, electric shock, skin irritation, etc. When these incidents were
investigated, EHSO determined most of the injuries sustained were preventable with additional safety training
recommended to prevent future occurrences. We need to get to a point where ‘Safety’ is on the minds of every
Campus Services employee, no matter what position they hold. Safety needs to be kept in mind for everything
we do. Safety will continue to remain one of our highest priorities in support of our Mission, Vision, and Values
of SCORE.
S – Safety
C – Collaboration
O – Ownership
R – Respect
E – Excellence
--- Todd Kerzie
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Happy Retirement and thank you for your service

Above: Karen Salisbury and Matthew Early

Karen Salisbury began her career with Emory University in January 1985. Over the next
32 years, she served Emory in a variety of capacities – creating the university’s first Summer
Conference Program; developing student leaders and watching them contribute their gifts in the
world; managing Emory’s role in the 1996 Olympics and developing the Campus Service
Advisory Board. She retired from Emory University as the Chief of Staff, Director of Customer
Relations in Campus Services (CS) on January 6, 2017.
When asked about her time working in CS, Karen said, “They have been the best years of my
career.” She was able to develop meaningful relationships with many CS employees and
designed new initiatives that are still in place in the department.
At her retirement party on January 11, many employees throughout Emory came to say thank
you and goodbye, with a line that wrapped around the room! CS thanks Karen for her
dedication to our organization. We will miss you and wish you all the best, Karen!

Above left to right: Janine Cabrera-Velde and Karen. Roger and Karen with Luetrell Langston, Traci May
and Avril Occilien-Similien. Karen and Dee Sneed.
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CS HIGHLIGHTS
E MORY P OLICE

AT

O XFORD C OLLEGE E NGAGE

THE

C OMMUNITY

The Emory Police at Oxford College provided a Coffee and Cop
program inside the Haygood Residence Hall on February 16th. At
this event, officers provided freshly baked cookies and milk for
Oxford students.
On April 6th, at 3:00pm, Emory
Police at Oxford College will be
Above: Emory Police at
Oxford
hosting Cookies in Candler Hall.
Everyone is welcome to join this
event and see the positive relationships that are forming
in the Oxford community.

Above: Emory Police at Oxford and Emory
students

CS is proud that the Emory Police at Oxford continue to be
ambassadors in the Oxford community. Keep up the good work!

A UGUSTA R OBINSON R ECEIVES C ERTIFICATION
Augusta “Gus” Robinson has worked at Emory University for 27
years, where he serves as a locksmith in Facilities Management (FM).
Since becoming a certified registered locksmith with the Associated
Locksmiths of America in 2001, he has sought out new training
opportunities.
Gus recently received his certification becoming a Certified Facility
Locksmith. He received this certification from the National
Locksmithing Institute. This program is specifically designed to give
locksmiths, at the facility level, new knowledge on changes to fire and door codes (such as the
new regulations on handicapped doors).
Above: Augusta Robinson

Gus is proud of this accomplishment and says, “it helps me do my work more effectively and I
can share knowledge with my colleagues.” He hopes that by getting this certification he may
“encourage other team members to take advantage of this opportunity.”
We are proud of Gus for working hard to achieve his certification. Congratulations on your
achievement, Gus!
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CS HIGHLIGHTS
N EW L EADER : J ARRELL R EYNOLDS
Campus Services (CS) is excited to announce the newest leader
of our team! On January 30, Jarrell Reynolds joined CS as the
Supervisor, Staging & Surplus Property.
Prior to joining CS, Jarrell was a supervisor with Waste
Industries. He brings over 20 years of experience in the
recycling and waste management field. In his new position,
Above: Jarrell Reynolds
Jarrell will be responsible for daily supervision of the staging
and surplus property staff, assisting with establishing goals
that support the departmental budget while maintaining equipment inventory.
His office is located at the Briarcliff Property on 1250 Briarcliff Rd. We are eager to
see Jarrell’s positive contributions to CS and enthusiastically welcome him to our
organization.

N EW L EADER : J ASON S ULLIVAN
Join us in welcoming Jason Sullivan as a new Area Manager in
Building and Residential Services. In this position, Jason will be
responsible for supervising the cleaning of several campus
buildings and managing a personnel of over 40 employees.
Jason is an Atlanta native that has attended both Oxford College
and Emory University, where he graduated in 2006 with a
Above: Jason Sullivan
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology. More recently, he has served as
the Facilities Director for the Northeast and Midtown Athletic Club. He brings over
fifteen years of experience in Facilities Management.
We are eager to see Jason’s positive contributions to Campus Services and
are thrilled to welcome him back to the Emory community and to our organization.
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Campus Services Open Positions

~submitted by Kelli Howell-Robinson, Human Resources
Posted as of 02/24/2017

DEPARTMENT

JOB TITLE

JOB REQUISITION
NUMBER

POSITIONS OPEN

BRS

Team Lead, BRS

63831BR

5

CS Finance

Financial Analyst, Sr

67849BR

1

CS Interior Design

Interior Designer I

66853BR

1

Engineering Services

Civil Engineer

68429BR

1

Engineering Services

Specialist, Instrum/Controls

68579BR

1

EPD

Mgr, Electronic Security Systems

66257BR

1

EPD

Mgr, EMS Education

66519BR

1

FM High Voltage Electric

Lineworker

67439BR

1

Grounds

Landscaper

66521BR

1

HVAC

Supv, HVAC

53620BR/67834BR

1

HVAC

HVAC Mechanic

63158BR

3

Lock Shop

Locksmith

65429BR

2

PDC

Project Mgr, Construction

67196BR

1

Plant Maintenance

Sr. Chiller Mechanic

66434BR

1

Preventive Maintenance

Maintenance Mechanic

67833BR

1

Recycling

Recyling/Waste Specialist

68614BR

1

TPS

Coordinator, Program

66523BR

1

TPS

Decision Support Analyst

66602BR

1

TPS

Coord, Transportation Program

66684BR

1

Waste Management

Heavy Duty Equipment Operator

68803BR

1

ZDM

Maintenance Mechanic

68615BR

1

ZFM

Carpenter

69463BR

1

ZHM

Maintenance Mechanic

67747BR

1

Zone C & E, B Maint

Maintenance Mechanic

60833BR

3

Zone C Maint

Maintenance Mechanic, Sr

68103BR

2

All applications need to be submitted electronically at http://www.hr.emory.edu/careers/index.html
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CS Service Awards
Congratulations on your continuous years of service. We appreciate you!
Dollie Durden
Jimmie Dukes
Rob Manchester
Guy Mitchell
Thomas Manns
Alicia Tull
James Johnson
Cherrie Spear
Jimmy Powell
M. Paul Winfrey
Lindsay Cross
Bettye Payne
Dorothy Davis
Lena Bernard
Torience Jones-Singleton
Nicholas Peavy
Regina West
James Harper
Malcolm Jones
Andrea Jordan
Chris Kuhn
Brad Leach
Shonell Nelson
Denita Devereux
Jose Marte-Lopez
Donald Crawford
Oliver Lein
Steve Benton
David Horne
Joseph Mayo
Jo Lamb
Arshapalla Brown
David Jackson
Gladys Brown
Sandy Lewis
Lisa L. White
Monica Caldwell
Lamont Clemons
Anita Cunningham
James Scott
Oscar Castillo
Joseph Lawrence

40 years
30 years
30 years
30 years
20 years
20 years
20 years
20 years
20 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
15 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
10 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
5 years
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Wellness
Corner
FEATURED RECIPE
Acai–Strawberry
Smoothie

What You Need
3½ ounces frozen pure,
unsweetened acai fruit
puree
1 tablespoon chia or hemp
seeds (optional)
1 medium banana
1 cup frozen strawberries
Make It
Combine orange juice,
banana, strawberries, acai
and chia (or hemp) seeds, if
using, in a blender. Puree
until smooth.
ENJOY!

HEALTHY LIVING SPOTLIGHT
BIOMETRIC SCREENINGS
On February 21st,
Healthy Emory
provided free health
screenings to Campus
Services employees.
Each screening only
took about 15 minutes and it measured
employees’ blood pressure, cholesterol,
glucose, body mass index (BMI), and body
composition.
At the screening, employees received their
results immediately and were able to talk
one-on-one with a health professional about
their screening results. Additionally, all
employees that participated were given
information about healthy living.
Employees that completed the screening and
the Compass online health assessment will
earn a $150 incentive on their Emory medical
plan!
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“Try to be a rainbow in
someone’s cloud.”

March
Sunday

~Maya Angelou

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2

3

4

8

9
Safety
Committee
Meeting

5

6

10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
New Employee
ENGAGE Practice New Employee Leadership Dev.
Welcome (NEW) Session
Welcome
Series
(NEW)

18

19

20

25

26

27
28
New Employee
New Employee
Welcome (NEW) Welcome (NEW)

21
22
PATHWAY
Kickoff Breakfast

PATHWAY Session
1

Employee Update - March

Welcome - New Hires
Kevin Merchant….Police Officer…..Public Safety
Clinton Sledge….Turf Care Specialist…….Grounds
Jeffrey Radovicih…Landscaper…..Grounds
Jarrell Reynolds…..Supervisor, Staging & Surplus ...Staging
Dyke Crane…..Maintenance Mechanic…..ZEM
Ryan Zegzdryn…..Sr. Maintenance Mechanic…….ZCM
DeShawn Clayton…Custodian...BRS

23

24

29
30
New Employee
Orientation

31
Calendar Key:

7

Wednesday

Training
Committee Meetings
Sessions for Leaders
Holidays/Special Events
Other Meetings

Congratulations-New Titles
Richard Mittenzwei….Mgr, Physical Security Services...Public Safety
Paul Lewis…..Sr. HVAC Mechanic….HVAC
David Dorsey…..Sr. HVAC Mechanic……HVAC
Derick Ritchie….Police Sergeant…..Public Safety
Alex Mawson…….Police Sergeant…Public Safety
Randall Terry…….Police Sergeant…..Public Safety
David Horne….Coordinator, Recycling/Shredding …Recycling
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